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On montre que le mot de Morse est le seul mot infini sans chevauchement sur un alphabet b, 
deux lettres que l'on puisse obtenir par iteration d'un morphisme. De plus, on montre que si un 
mot infini, form6 des m~mes facteurs que le mot de Fibonacci, est obtenu par iteration d'un 
morphisme, ce morphisme apparfient au delni-groupe ngendr6 par deux morphismes parti- 
culiers. 
We show that the Morse sequence is the only infinite binary sequence without overlapping fac- 
tor which can be generated by an iterated morphism. We also show that if an infinite sequence, 
which has the same factors as the Fibonacci sequence, can be generated by an iterated morpldsm, 
then this morphism belongs to a semi-group generated by two special morphisms. 
!. Introduction 
To any infinite word x, one can associate the semi-group ,*-(x) of  all the mor- 
phisms f such that x is obtained by iteration of  f .  
If x is the Morse sequence, Pansiot  [13] has shown that ,/(x) is a monogeneous 
free senti-group. Here, we present an extension of this result: we consider the family 
of all the infinite words without over lapping factor obtained by iteration of mor- 
phisms and we show that this family has only one element (which is the Morse se- 
quence). 
If x is the Fibonacci  sequence, Pansiot  [14] has shown that *-(x) is also a mono-  
geneous free semi-group. Here, we consider the family of all the infinite words 
which have the same factors as the Fibonacci sequence and we show that the set of 
all the inorphisms generating these words is a non-free semi-group generated by two 
elements. 
In spite of  distinct formulat ions,  these two results call attention to the same pro- 
blematic since we know from Thue [161 that two bi inf inite words without overlap- 
ping factor have the same set of factors. 
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2. Notations and definitions 
Let l be a finite set called alphabet and ,* the free monoid generated by ~. Yhc 
elements of  t are called letters and the elements of J *  are called words. We denote 
by t: the neutral element of J*  which is called empO' word and / ~ = ,*- -{e.}.  
Let u¢  /*, we denote by lul the len,~th q /u ,  it means the number of letters of 
u. In part icular,  !a =0. 
An infinite word on .:/ is a function x: rr~-+ J. We write it: 
X--XoA" l ' ' ' .Vn ' ' ' ,  _g iE  / 
and we denote by x Fq =x0&-...v~ t the left factor of  length k of  x. 
Let f :  J * - "  v* be a morphism, f is said to be a-free if, for all ae  / ,  ./(a) #:e'. 
A morphism f :  J* ... .  J* is said to be a pc-morphism (for prefix condit ion- 
morphism) on x0e ~ if f is a-free and if there exists a word ue  ~ ~ such that 
f (x  0) =x0t~. Then every word f" (xo)  is a proper left factor o f / ' "  ~ l(.v~)) for each n, 
and the infinite word a determined by the condit ion: 
a lal=f' '(.v0) with k= iJ"'(x0)i, n~>O 
is the limit of  the sequence (./"(xo)),,>o. We then write a=f" (&/ ) .  
We say that a word is without overlapping factor if it does not contain any factor 
of  the form xuxux with . re i and ue  , * .  
We say that a word u c / ~ contains a n-th power if there exists u c v ' such that 
u" is a factor of  u. 
3. Results and proofs 
Let . /=  {a,b} be a two letter alphabet.  
1. The Morse sequence 
We denote by/a:  /*-~ J* the morphism defined by/.,(a) = ab, l~(b)= ba. We call 
Morse sequence, the word M=/a" (a) .  It is wel l -known from Thue [16] and Morse-  
Hedlund [12] that M is without over lapping factor. 
The study of  morphisms generating words without overlapping factor has been 
cont inued in part icular by Karhum~iki [10] who showed that such a morphism is 
necessarily biprefix (i.e., if f is such a morphism, f(a) is not a prefix (rasp. suffix) 
o f f (b )  nor f (b )  is a prefix (resp. suffix) o f f (a ) ) .  Many other results have been ob- 
tained on the Morse sequence and same sort of  problems (see in part icular  [1-3, 
5-10, 12, 13, 15 and 16]). 
Here we show: 
Theorem 1. M is the only infinite binary sequence starting with a and without over- 
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htppingJ'actor which can be generated by an iterated morphis#n. (We must say 'start-  
ing with a' because, in interchanging a and b, we obtain another infinite binary se- 
quence, starting with b, and which has the same propert ies as the Morse sequence.) 
Proof .  We will show that if a morphism generates an infinite word without overlap- 
ping factor starting with a, then this morphism is a power of ll. And,  since all the 
powers of/~ generate M, the restflt will follow. 
In the rest of this proof,  we shall only consider pc-morphisms; this restriction is 
not an essential one, but it makes the proof  easier. 
Let f :  J *~ l* be a pc-morphism on a such that f " (a )  is an infinite word without 
o~.erlapping factor, we havef (a ) : t :e  andf (b ) : / : r . ,  thus f (a )e  / ~ andf (b )¢  J+ 
Moreover,  we have f( J 'W(a))=f'~(a) and, consequently, the fol lowing remark: 
Remark 1. For all ue / )  such that u is a factor of fW(a) ,  we have that f (u )  is a 
factor of f " (a )  and thus f (u)  is without over lapping factor. 
In part icular,  we know that aab, aba, abb, baa, bah, bba are factors o f f " (a )  
and thus f(aab), f(aba), f(abb), f(baa), f(bab), f(bba) are without overlapping fac- 
tor. 
From Remark l, we can easily show: 
Remark 2. If we call r the first letter o f f (a )  and s the last one, if we call r ' the  first 
letter o f f (b )  and s '  the last one, we have: r=~r' and s¢s ' .  
We end these prel iminaries with some useful notation: 
Nola l ion.  To any word we i * ,  one can associate the mapping W: ~d---, :/* defined 
by W(n) - /~"(w) .  (In the rest of  the proof ,  we shall denote W(n)=(W), , .  More- 
over, if w is a single letter ae.,/ ,  we shall denote A(n) -A~. )  
On these mappings,  we define an operat ion of concatenat ion as follows: 
Let U, V be two such mappings,  the concatenat ion of  U and V, denoted by UV, 
is defined by: (UV)(n)=U(n)V(n),  which becomes with the previous notat ion: 
( UV),, = ( U),( V),,. 
So we have in part icular:  a=A0,  b-Bo ,  /~"(a) =A, , ,  /~"(b) =B,, and, for exam- 
ple, /~" (abaab) - (ABAAB),, .  
Now, we shall prove Theorem 1 in establishing four lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let f : / * - *  i *  be a pc-morphisrn on a such that fW(a) is an inJ)nite 
word without overlapping factor. Then f(a) starts with ab. 
Proof. Since f is a pc-morphism on a, there exists u e :t + such that f (a)=au.  
Since, by Remark 2, f(a) or f (b )  ends with a, if u starts with a then f(aa) orJ'(ba) 
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contains aaa as a factor, which is impossible. 
Thus u starts with b and, therefore, f(a) starts with ab. 
Lemma 2. Let f : / *~/*  be a pc-morphism on a such that .}"'~(a) is an infinite 
word without overlapping factor and let z E {a, ab}. For all n ~ ~ - {0}, i f  f (z)  starts 
with A n, then f ( z )~{A, ,  j,B,, l} '  
Proof. f(a) starts with ab:A l  and f(a) 6 .J~, f (b )~/+.  Consequently, for all 
z6  {a, ab}, f ( z )~ {A 0,B0} + and the statement of  the lemma is true for n -1 .  
For all n ~ N - {0}, proceeding by induction, we assume the statement true for all 
p<-n and prove that it is also true for p~n+ 1. 
f (z )  starts with A,,+I, thus f (z)  starts with A,, and, by induction, f ( z )~ 
{A,, ~,B,, ~}+. 
Assume that f ( z )¢{An,B ,}  +, then there exist u~/*  and v~.~/* such that 
f ( z )=uoand u~{A n,B n}+, o¢{A n,B,,}~ and v does not start w i thA , ,o r  B,,. 
But f ( z )E{A, , _ I ,B  n j}+ and thus re{A, ,  l,Bn j}~ 
Consequently, v=A,,_I or u=B,, t or v starts with (AA)n l or u starts with 
(BB),,_ 1 (because, by definition of  ii, (AB),,. t=-A,, and (BA),, 1 =B,) .  
Moreover, f (z)  starts with A,,, i. Consequently u is composed of at least two fac- 
tors in {An,B,,} +. Therefore, there are four possible cases for the end of u: 
Case 1: u ends with (AA)n = (ABAB)n ~, 
Case 2: u ends with (AB)n=(ABBA) n ~, 
Case 3: u ends with (BA),,=(BAAB),, i, 
Case 4: u ends with (BB),,= (BABA),, i. 
Here, we only consider the Cases 1 and 2 (the other cases would be similar and 
the proof  is omitted). 
Case 1: u ends with (ABAB) n 1. 
If  o starts with A,,_I, then f (z)  contains (ABABA)  n_j. 
If  ~) starts with (BB),, 1, then f (z)  contains (BBB), j. 
If o =B, ,  1, then f (zz)  contains (ABBABBA),, _j (since, indeed, f (z)  starts with 
A,,41=(ABBA)n j). 
Case 2: u ends with (ABBA),, 1. 
If u=A, , . l ,  then f (zz)  contains (AAA),, i. 
If  ~) =B,,_ j, then f (zz)  contains (BABAB),, ~. 
If  v starts with (AA),,- i ,  then f(z) contains (AAA),,.  1. 
If ~) starts with (BB),, j, then f (zz)  contains (ABBABBA)  n I. 
Thus, in all the cases, f (zz)  contains an overlapping factor. But, for all z ~ {a, ab}, 
f~(a) contains zz as a factor and thus, by Remark 1, it also contains the factor 
f(zz). So, if f (z)  starts with A n + 1 and f (z)  ¢: {A,,,Bn } ' ,  then f " (a )  contains an 
overlapping factor, which is in contradiction with the hypothesis and, therefore, the 
statement is true for p -n+ 1, which completes the proof  of  Lemma 2. U_ 
Lemma 3. Let f :  ~/*-~/* be a pc-morphism on a such that fW(a) is an infinite 
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word without overlapping factor. Then there exists k ~ N - {0} such that f (a)  = A k . 
Proof .  Let m=max{n: f (a )  starts with A,,}. 
We have that f (a )  starts with A,,, and, from Lemma 1, m_> 1. 
If f (a ) -A  .... since the lemma is proved. 
If f (a )~A .... since f (a)  does not start with A .... I=(AB), , ,=(ABBA), , ,  1 and 
since, by Lemma 2, f (a )e{A, , ,  1, B,,, 1} +, we have: f (a ) - (ABA) , , ,  i or f (a)  
(ABB),,, i or f (a )  starts with (ABAB),,, i or f (a )  starts with (ABAA),,,  i. 
Moreover,  since, by Lemma 2, f (ab)  e {A,,, 1, B,,, l} ' , we have f (b )  
{A,,, ~,B,,, l} '  and, since by Remark 2, f (b )  starts with b, we have that f (b )  starts 
with B,,, I" 
Case 1: f (a ) - (ABA) , , ,  1. lf f (b)=B,, ,  l o r f (b )  s ta r tsw i th (BA) , ,  i, then f (aba)  
contains (ABABA),, ,  1 as a factor. 
l f f (b )  starts with(BB),,, 1, let ze  / andue / *suchthat  B,,, l=u'~. f (b)  starts 
with uzu:. and since, by Remark 2, f (a)  or f (b)  ends with g, we have that f (ab)  or 
f (bb)  contains zuzuz as a factor. 
Case 2: f (a ) - (ABB)m 1. Then f (ab)  starts with (ABBB)m i. 
Case 3: f (a)  starts with (ABAB)m i. Let ze  / and u~ / *such  that B,,, l -u : : .  
Then f (a)  starts with A,,, luzA, ,  luz and since, by Remark 2, f (a)  or f (b )  ends 
with :., we have that f (aa)  or J (ba) contains z,A,,, lug.A,,, ~uz as a factor. 
Case4: f (a)  starts with (ABAA) , ,  1. If f (a )=(ABAA) , , ,  l, then f (aa)  
(ABAAABAA) , , ,  ~. Otherwise, f (a)  starts with (ABAAB),, ,  i: 
if f (a) ends with (AA), ,  1, thenf (aa)  contains (AAA),,, i, 
i f f (a )  ends with (AB),,, 1, then f(aa) contains (ABABA),, ,  1, 
if f (a)  ends with (BA)m j, then f (aa)  contains (BAABAAB), , ,  i, 
if f (a )  ends with (BB),,, l, then f (ab)  contains (BBB),,, 1. 
Thus, in all cases, i f f (a )4 :A  .... then f " (a )  contains an overlapping factor, which 
is in contradict ion with the hypothesis. Therefore f (a ) -A , ,  and the lemma is 
proved. • i 
Lemma 4. Let f :  : /*~ 2" be a pc-morphism on a such that fW(a) is an infinite 
word without overlapping factor and let k e ~q - {0} be such that f (a)  Aa. Then 
f(b) - Bk. 
Proof. f (a)-Ak therefore, by Lemma 2, f (b )  e {A k i,B~ I} ~ and, by Remark 2, 
f (b )  starts with B~_ 1. 
If f (b )  - B~ 1, then f (abb)  = (ABBB)~ i. 
l f f (b )  starts with (BB)k 1, then f (ab)  contains (ABBB) k ~ as a factor. 
In these two cases, fW(a) contains an over lapping factor, which contradicts the 
hypothesis.  
Consequent ly  f (b )  starts with (BA)k 1 • Bk, thus f (ab)  starts with A k + i and, in 
view of Lemma 2, f (b )  e {A~,,Bk }
If f (b )=B k, then the lemma is proved. Otherwise, f (b )  starts with B k and 
f(b) #: B a . 
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I f f (b) ends with At., thenf(b) ends with Bk i andf (baa)  ends with (BABAB)a 1. 
So f"(a)  contains an overlapping factor, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Thus f (b )  ends with Ba.. Since f(b) starts with Bk and f (b )~:B  k, then there exists 
u ~ {Ak, Bk } * such that f (b )  = Ba. uB k . 
If u=e or u starts or ends with Bk, thenf (bb)  contains (BBB) x, thusf"(a)  con- 
tains an overlapping factor, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Therefore u starts and ends with Ak. If u =A k , thenf (aba)= (ABABA)k .  Other- 
wise, there exists v e {Ak,Bk}* such that f (b )=(BA)kv(AB)  k. But, in this case, 
f (bab)  contains (ABABA)k .  
Thus, in all cases, i f f(b)#Ba.,  then fW(a) contains an overlapping factor, which 
contradicts the hypothesis. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. [~ 
Proof of Theorem 1. So, i f f  is a pc-morphism on a such that f"(a)  is an infinite 
word without overlapping factor, then there exists k e N-{0}  such that f (a )= 
l~k(a), f (b)=/zk(b)  and Theorem 1 follows. '~ 
One can note that the result of Pansiot [13] is here obtained as: 
Corollary. Let  f :  ,/*--+.~/* be a pc-morphism on a such that fW(a) = M.  Then there 
exists n ~ ~q such that f =tt n. 
II. The Fibonacci sequence 
We denote by q~: .~J*~.~/* the morphism defined by q~(a)=ab, ~o(b)=a. We call 
Fibonacci sequence, the word F= ~0W(a). (For studies on this sequence, see in par- 
ticular [4, 10, 11 and 14].) 
Remark 3 (Karhum/iki [10]). F contains 3rd powers (cubes), but no 4th powers. 
Remark 4. In particular, F does not contain bb, aaa, babab, aabaabaa as factors. 
We denote by ~u: .~/*--+ 7* the morphism defined by q.,(a)=ba, ~,(b)=a nd we 
call FC(x) the set of all factors of a word x. Let Fj = (ly2)W(a) and F2 = ~,(F~); it is 
well-known that FC(F) = FC(F1) = FC(F2). 
Before establishing the result, let us observe the following. 
Let f :  ,/*-+ ~e* be a morphism such that fe  {~0, ~'} +. Starting with a, one can ob- 
tain by iteration of f one or two infinite words, according to f is or is not a pc- 
morphism. 
l f f  is not a pc-morphism, f2 is a pc-morphism on a and fgenerates the two in- 
finite words: xj =(f2)W(a) and x2=f(x i ) .  
Here, we need FC(&) = FC(x2)  = FC(F). 
Now, we shall demonstrate: 
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Theorem 2. Let .f: . / *~ /* be a morphism such that FC(x) = FC(F) fo r  ever), in- 
.finite word x generated by f .  Then f ~ {~o, ~u} ~ . 
We start with some useful notation. 
Let p~lN and f:cpi'~,~w.i"o....~cpipoqlJ~' where, for all O<_k<_p, i k~N and 
d~e ~1. This representation of  f is not necessarily unique (since, for example, 
(p ~u',~ q~), but the integer rn = i 0 +J0 + "'" + it, +Jp is the same for all represen- 
tations of a given J'. m is called the length o f f  and denoted by ][fll. 
Now, to prove Theorem 2, we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 5. Let f :  , / *~ ~/* be a morphism such that FC(x) = FC(F) fo r  every infinite 
word x generated by f and let g e {~o, ~u} * be such that f (a)  ~ { g(a), g(b)} * and 
, f (b)e {g(a),g(b)} +. Then, fo r  no v~FC(F) ,  there are words u 1 ~ / *  and u~c / *  
such that f (o)  - g(ut uu2) where u ~ {aaa, bb, babab}. 
Proof .  We shall prove this lemma by induction on ]lgll- 
- aaa, bb, babab are not factors of  F and, therefore, the statement is true for 
ligqt-0. 
- Now, by induction, assume Lkglh>0 and f (a )e  {g(a), g(b)} +, f (b )~ {g(a), g(b)} +. 
There exists a morphism g 'e  {¢p, ~,}* such that g=g'~:~o r g=g'oq/ .  Here we 
consider the case g=g'o~o (the case g=g'~ q/ would be similar). 
Since [lUll < Llgll, the statement holds for g'. 
Note that, for all ze. , /+,  f ( z )  starts with g'(a) because, indeed, both g (a ) :  
g'(ab) and g(b)=g'(a)  start with g'(a). 
Now, we suppose that, for a word v eFC(F ) ,  there exist words u le : / *  and 
u~ e :i* such that f (u )= g(uluu:) where u e {aaa, bb, babab} and we show that it is 
in contradiction with the hypothesis. 
(1) Assume that f (u)  = g(ulaaau2). Then f (u)  = g'(~o(ul)ababab ¢p(u:)) which con- 
tradicts the hypothesis. (In the rest of  the proof,  underlined words represent forbid- 
den factors.) 
(2) Assume that f(u) =g(ulbbu2). Then f(u)=g'(q~(uj)aa~o(u2)). 
If u2~:e, q~(u2) starts with a and there exists u~6~/* such that f0 ) )= 
g'(~p(ul)aaau~) which contradicts the hypothesis. 
If u2-e ,  thenf(v) -g ' (cP(u l )aa) .  Since v is in FC(F), either va or ub is in FC(F). 
But f(t~a)=g'(~o(ul)aaab) and f(vb)=g'(~o(ul)aaa), and there is a contradiction 
with the hypothesis. 
(3) Assume that f (u)  - g(ut bababu2). Then f (u)  = g'(~o(ul )aabaaba (p(u2)). 
As in the previous case, there exist words o 'eFC(F ) ,  u le  /*, u~c /*, x le  :~, 
x~c , /  andx3~ / such that t~is a factor of  o 'and  
f ( t / )  = g(u~xlbababx~_x3u~) - g'(~o(u[)~O(Xl )aabaaba~p(x2)~o(x3)~o(u~)). 
l f x l=b,  then 
f (  u' ) = g ' ( ~o (u ~ )aaabaaba ~o (x2 )~o (x 3 )~o (u~)) 
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which contradicts the hypothesis. Otherwise, .v I -a  and 
f(~)') - g' ( ~o( u l )abaabaaba ~o( x2 )~o( x3 )q) ( u ~ )). 
If .v~ : a then, since ~o(x 3) starts with a, j'(~') contains [g'(aba)] 4as a factor which 
contradicts the hypothesis FC(F ) -FC(x ) .  
If x ,=b then, since ~o(x~) starts with a, ./(~') contains g'(aaa) as a factor which 
contradicts the hypothesis. 
This completes the proof  of  Lemma 5. ! i 
Lemma 6. Let f: :/*~ J* be a morphism such that FC(x)= FC(F ) fo r  eveo' infinite 
word x generated by f and let gl c {q, 97} * be such that f(a) starts with gl(a) or 
g) (b). 
(1) I f  f(a)=gl(b), then f~ {~o, ~u} *. 
(2) Otherwise, there exists g2~{~0,97}* such that i]g2[i-Ugli] and f (a )~ 
{g2(a), g2(b)} ~, f(b) ~ { g2(a), g2(b)} 
Proof.  The proof  is by induction on IIg~i]. 
- Assume that Ifg~il =0. Then g l - Id .  
l f f (a ) -g l (b ) ,  then f (a ) :b  and f (aa) -bb .  Now, aa is in FC(x), thus bb is in 
FC(x). But bb¢ FC(F), consequently FC(x):/ :FC(F) which contradicts the hypo- 
thesis. 
Therefore f(a)  :~gl(b) and since, indeed, f(a) ~ {a, b} ~ and f (b)  e {a, b} +, case 
(2) holds for g2=ld  ,. Thus the lemma holds for :,]g)i]-0. 
- Now, let gj e {<p, 97} + be such that f (a)  starts with gl(a) or gl(b) and let gl e 
{(p, 97}* be such that gl =g~,>~o (the case g l -g~:97  would be similar). 
Since gj=g~,q), gl(a)=g~(ab) and g~(b)=gi(a). Thus f(a) starts with g~(a) 
(because, by hypothesis, f(a) starts with gl(a) or gl(b)). Consequently, f (a)~gi(b)  
and in this case, by induction, there exists g2 e {(p, q/}* such that lig2H- lig;l[ and 
f(a) ~ {gz(a), ' + ' ' ' gz(b)} , f(b) ~ {g2(a), g2(b)} 
There are two possible cases according to which f (a)=g2(a)  or not. The first one 
is equivalent o f (a) -g j (b) .  (Indeed, since ]ig2]]=i]g~JI and since f(a) starts with 
gi(a), if f(a)-g2(a) then g2(a)=g~(a)=g~(b), thus f(a)=g~(b). Conversely, if 
f(a) =gl(b)  then f(a)=g~(a) and, since I]g2]]- ]Ig~]], f(a)=g2(a).) 
Thus we consider the two cases separately. 
Case 1: f(a)= gl(b). In this case, f(a)= g2(a) and we show that f(b)=g2(b). 
Since f (b)~ {gz(a),g2(b)} +, f(b) starts with g2(a) or gz(b). If f(b) starts with 
g2(a), then f(aab) starts with g2(aaa) which is impossible by Lemma 5. Thus f(b) 
starts with g2(b). Similarly, f(b) ends with g2(b). 
Assume that f(b)~g2(b). Necessarily, f (b)  starts with g2(ba) and ends with 
g~(ab) because, otherwise, f(b) starts or ends with g2(bb) which contradicts Lemma 
5. 
If f(b) starts or ends with g2(bab), then f(bab) contains g2(babab) as a factor 
which is impossible by Lemma 5. 
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However, f(b) :/:g~(baab), since otherwise f(baabaa) = [g2(baa)] 4 which contra- 
dicts the hypothesis FC(x)= FC(F). Thus f(b) starts with g'~(baaba) nd ends with 
,e~_(abaab). But, in this case, f(baab) contains [g~(aba)] 4 as a factor which contra- 
dicts the hypothesis FC(x)= FC(F). 
Thus, if f(b):/:g~(b), there is a contradiction. Consequently, f(b)=g~(b) and, 
since f(a) g~(a), then f -g2;  thus f¢  {~0, q/}* and Case 1 holds. 
Now, we consider the second case. 
Case 2: f(a)~g~(b). In this case, with the notations introduced before, f(a)e 
{g'(a), g~(b)} ~ , f (h )e  {g-~(a), g2(b)} +, f(a):/:g2(a) and we show that there exists a 
morphism g2 (g2  = g2 ~ ~P or g2 - g~ : ¢/) such that f(a) e { g2(a) ,  g2(b)}  + and f (b)  
{ g2(a), g2(b)} t 
If f(a) starts with g2(b), then, by Lemma 5, both f(a) and f(b) end with g_~(a). 
Since f(a)  and f(b) cannot contain g£(bb) as a factor, then f(a) and f(b) contain 
only factors of  the form g~(ba) and g~(a). Now g'(ba)=g2, v~(a) and g~(a)- 
,~' ~k'(b). Consequently, there exists a morphism g2-g~ q/ such that ./(a)e 
{~2(a), g2(b)} ~ and f(b) c {g2(a), g2(b)} + 
I f f (a )  ends with g~(b) then, by Lemma 5, both f(a)  and f(b)  start with g~(a). In 
this case, f(a) and f(b) contain only factors of the form g~(ab) and g~_(a). Now 
~_(ab)-g~ ~p(a) and g~(a)-g~o~p(b). Consequently, there exists a morphism 
.~2-ge' ~P such that f(a)c {g2(a), g2(b)} ÷ and f(b)¢ {g2(a), g2(b)} +. 
Otherwise, f(a) starts and ends with g~(a). 
Iff(b) starts withg~(a) then, as above, there exists a morphism g2-g~ ~o such 
that f (a)  e {gz(a), g2(b)} ~ and f(b) ~ {g2(a), g2(b)} + 
l f f (b) ends with g~(a) then, as above, there exists a morphism g2 .~ qJ  such 
that f(a) c {,~z(a), gz(b)} ~ and f(b) ¢ {ge(a), g2(b)} 
Consequently, the only remaining case is the following: f(a) starts and ends with 
.~(a), f(b) starts and ends with g2(b). Here, we show that this case cannot occur. 
Indeed, in this case, sincef(a)~g~(a), then, by Lemma 5, f(a) starts with g~(ab) 
and ends with ~_(ba). lff(a)=g'(aba) then, since f (b)  starts and ends with g'(b), 
J(bab) contains g~(babab) as a factor which is impossible by [.emma 5. 
In the same manner, f(a) does not start with g2(abab) nor end with g~(baba). 
Therefore f(a) starts and ends with ,e2(abaaba) and, then, f(aa) contains 
[g~_(aba)] 4 as a factor which is in contradiction with the hypothesis FC(x ) -FC(F ) .  
Thus the case: f (a)  starts and ends with g~(a) and f(b) starts and ends with g~(b) 
cannot occur. 
Consequently, Case 2 holds since, in all the cases, if f(a):/: gt (b) then there exists 
a morphJsm ,~2 ¢ {rp, ~//} * (ge-g'~'~P or g2 g~> q,,) such thal f(a) e {g2(a), g2(b)} + , 
,1"(t:0 ¢ { g2(a), ~:(b)} ~ and I[g211 = [,gl I[ (because, indeed, li,  ii - If,< II). 
This completes the proof  of  Lemma 6. 71 
Nov~., we are ready to prove Theorem 2. 
P roof  of Theorem 2. Let f :  J *~ / *be  a morphism such that FC(x )=FC(F)  for 
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every infinite word x generated by j. We ~ant to prove that . /c {¢, ~,'J ] ' 
Let ge  {q~, q/}* be the morphism of maximal ength such thatf(a) starts with ,~(a) 
or g(b). If ]lgll =0, then g - ld  and we saw above that f (a ) -a .  But, in this case, 
f (a ) -  g¢:q)(b) which contradicts the maximality of .~. 
I l l (a)  starts with g(a), thenf(a) starts with ~ ,¢0(b) which contradicts the maxima- 
lity ofg.  In the same maimer, ifJ(a) starts with g(ba), thenf(a) starts with g ~/J(a) 
which contradicts the maximality of ,e. 
Consequently, since, in view of l.emma 5, f(a) does not start with g(bb), then 
f (a )=g(b) .  In this case, by l_emma 6, . / 'e{~,~l* .  I f J ' - ld  , then f does not 
generate an infinite word. Otherwise f¢{~0,~//} + and, thus, the theorem is 
proved, i 
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